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Wayne State University Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 384
pages. Dimensions: 8.7in. x 6.5in. x 1.1in.Jewish women writers of
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries lived with a
sense of painful connection to a culture that rejected their
aspirations. Raised in a Jewish environment wary of female
aspirations and in a wider world that was only marginally more
sympathetic to their ambitions, this diverse group often found
that a life devoted to literary expression required sacrifices and
painful choices. Writing, however, enabled them to reclaim and
explore their Jewish heritage. Responding to a variety of Jewish
womens voices in Hebrew, Yiddish, English, and Spanish, this
collection of seventeen essays surveys the achievements of
Jewish women writers from the Middle Ages to the present.
Scholars of Jewish literature chronicle the Jewish encounter
with modernity and document female strategies for
constructing intellectual and emotional identities amidst the
competing demands of traditional norms, familial obligations,
and economic survival. The themes of repression and equivocal
liberation resonate throughout, as the authors reflect on the
silencing of the female voice in a traditional Jewish culture that
most often denied women the education and the empowerment
requisite for recording their thoughts and feelings. While
individual essays...
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Reviews
This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely
and valuable. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy
It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you
know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de
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